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Latent Dirichlet Allocation（LDA) is the most popular method to analyse text
data. It treats a document as a collection of words and explores the topic meaning to
figure out the latent information of document.In recent years,LDA has been widely used
in text analysis,recommendation system,information retrieval and other fields.
The key problem of LDA is to assign topic for latent variable and estimate
unknown parameter.In this paper, posterior distributions of unknown parameters are
obtained firstly based on Dirichlet-Multinomial conjugate structure.And then by using
Bayesian formula,the posterior of latent variable is inferred and CGS sampling formula
is obtained. Subsequently,we infer from variational Bayes and maximize the Evidence
Lower Bound(ELBO) to find the optimal solutions to unknown parameters. During
optimization, Monte Carlo simulation and EM algorithm are combined, thus forming
MCEM algorithm. In E step: sample topic proposals 𝑧𝑑𝑛s based on Metropolis Hastings
algorithm. During sampling,we draw samples alternatively from word-proposal and
doc-proposal by visiting tokens doc-to-doc. Based on multinomial dstribution,Alias
Sampling and Random Positioning are adopted to draw a single topic proposal within
O(1) complexity during each sampling.The innovation of this paper is that drawing
samples for latent variable alternatively from the two simple proposed distributions,two
mixture of multinomials,which can not only avoid autocorrelation but also improve
generalization ability of model.
Key words: LDA;Latent Variable; Variational Bayes; ELBO;MCEM;Metropolis-
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贝叶斯公式: 设已知𝑋 , {𝑥𝑖}|𝑋|𝑖=1为独立同分布的观测数据集，参数Θ是变量𝑋的



















Jeson不等式： 已知凸函数𝑓(𝑥) = log 𝑥,𝑥为随机变量，则




定义： 若随机变量𝑋在𝑡 + 1时候的取值概率满足𝑃 (𝑋𝑡+1 = 𝑥|𝑋𝑡, 𝑋𝑡−1) =
𝑃 (𝑋𝑡+1 = 𝑥|𝑋𝑡)，即𝑋在𝑡+1时的取值概率只依赖于𝑡时刻的取值概率，那么这样的随
机过程称为马尔可夫链也称为马氏链。
马氏链的收敛定理： 如果一个非周期马氏链具有转移矩阵𝑃，且它的任何两






𝜋(1) 𝜋(2) · · · 𝜋(𝑗) · · ·
𝜋(1) 𝜋(2) · · · 𝜋(𝑗) · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
𝜋(1) 𝜋(2) · · · 𝜋(𝑗) · · ·






























𝑋 ∼ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎(𝑘, 𝜃),则X的密度函数为：











𝑓(𝑘;𝑁, 𝑝) = 𝑃 (𝑥 = 𝑘) = 𝐶𝑘𝑁𝑝
𝑘(1− 𝑝)𝑁−𝑘
多项分布是二项分布的推广，每次试验结果有K种可能(记为{1, 2, · · ·𝐾})，出
现𝑘的概率为𝑝𝑘，令𝑝 = [𝑝1, 𝑝2, . . . , 𝑝𝐾 ]，N次独立重复试验的结果记为X，X服从多项
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